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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

OF ZLC 37 SIEMENS У-CAMERA

M. Sc 1994
By Wafaa Abdelrahman Abdelgadir

The relationship between the ZLC 37 Siemens У-camera
parameters ( energy resolution, plane sensitivity, intrinsic
uniformity, intrinsic resolution, system uniformity and system
resolution ) and diagnostic imaging performance Mas
investigated.

These parameters when compared with internationally
published data showed that the ZLC 37 Siemens У -camera is in
good operative conditions.

The effect of the scattering media and WW on the spatial
resolution, when the distance is kept fixed were investigated.

Comparison of resolution for the media ( air, water,
water + radioactivity) when using WW (10, 15,20%) showed
that the resolution is best for air, better for water and worse for
м-ater + radioactivity up to a concentration of 8% for a 10%
WW.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The use of small quantities of radioactive materials for di-

agnostic purposes in medicine had been practiced since the
earliest studies reported by (Blulmgrat, Yens 1927). Then a
steady progress was reported by (Mitchell 1946) who was able
to list 36 artificially produced radionuclides which appeared to
be of use in biomedical investigations. Later the production of
short half-life nuclides, for example, 11-carbon (11.C) half-life
20.5 min. had found wide medical applications e.g. the use of
radioactive materials as tracers (Sharp 1985).

The use of radionuclides for imaging came into operation
later. The invention of the 7-camera by (Anger 1957) has
influenced the development of diagnostic imaging in nuclear
medicine 1 Williams 1990). The basic design, in which a thin
sodium iodide detector is coupled to an array of photomulti-
pliers (PMTs) whose output is taken via a resistor matrix to
produce image pulses, is essentially unchanged since the orig-
inal invention. An advantage of the 7-caincra is that, it is
a single device for both static and dynamic studies. The de-
velopment of the 7-camera has been closely connected with
technetmm-99 m (Mallarad 1980). It is a 7-emitter and has a
short half-life (6 hovxrs). It is easy to label with compounds for
biochemical, physiological and pharmacological studies, since
it bonds f-asily with other materials.

The purpose of an imaging device is to provide an image
which is a true representation of the object. For a given study,
а 7-сапк:А has a number of variables which affect image qual-
ity whore *hc latter may be described using quantities such as



spatial resolution and noise, e.g. of these variables are acqui-
sition time, total counts in the final image, type of collima-
tor. energy window width and window asymmetry (Huda et
a! 1991). Selections must be made for all of these variables
in order to acquire a 7 camera image. This will generally re-
quire compromises to be made with respect to the effect on the
quality of /final image (Wilson 1988).

To a great extent, the choice of a good perfect performance
will be limited by the specific requirements of the task in hand
and whether subjective or objective measurements are pre-
ferred. Both of these considerations will be discussed later.
In general a parameter is to satisfy the following four funda-
mental requirements: firstly its relevance that is a parameter
should relate to the conditions under which the device is to
operate. Secondly simplicity, i.e. regarding application of
the equipment in a hospital environment, the easier is to make
a measurement the more likely is to be used. Thirdly sensi-
tivity. It is very important, clinically, to ensure that there
is no such big variations in image quality that change the im-
age signifcantly. The fourth parameter is reproducibility.
Compromises between sensitivity and reproducibility should
be considered.

Any assessment of an imaging device performance that in-
volves, at some stage, a visual examination of images is called
a subjective test, generally this is difficult to asses, particu-
larlv if one specific aspect, of performance is to be investigated.
For example, spatial resolution as measured by a quadrant bar
phantom will depend not only upon the device resolution but
ab" upon the effectiveness of the display, image count density
and the observer's visual judgement.



Objective tests are those not involving the observer, and
are often specific and reproducible. Generally, the two tests
are correlated (Sharp et al 1981).

On the basis of these requirements and parameters, this
work is carried with the following aims: the investigation of
some physical parameters of ZLC 37 Siemens 7-camera, of the
Nuclear Medicine Department of the Radiation and Isotope
Centre, Khartoum, namely, energy resolution, plane sensitiv-
ity, intrinsic uniformity, intrinsic resolution, system uniformity
and system resolution and the comparison of these parameters
with other internationally cstablised data for example the Na-
tional Electrical Manufacture's Association (NEMA). The In-
ternational Electromechanical Commission (IEC) and the Hos-
pital physicist's Association (HPA).

Further the analysis was extended to a liver phantom with
the intention that a standard should be established for diag-
nostic purposes.



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

11.0 Introduction

The image acquired by a 7-camera is dependent upon the
optimum use of a collimator, detector, and correct electronic
settings, since any component in a 7-camera forms a link in a
chain. The design of each component cannot be treated alone.
This chapter details in sequence the essential components in-
volved in the formation of radionuclide imaging using a 7-
camera. and also outlines the performance characteristics of a
7-camera system.

Further in assessing an imaging device, the most relevant pa-
rameters are: energy resolution, sensitivity, spatial resolution,
temporal resolution, spatial linearity and uniformity. However
the evaluation cannot be made in purely physical terms with-
out considerations of the practical problems associated with
clinical inve^rigations. These considerations are also discussed.

11.1 Basic Principles of a 7-Camera

The 7-camera is an imaging device utilizing a thin but large
diameter thallium activated sodium iodide (Nal(TI)) crystal
viewed by an array of PMTs as a radiation detector (Mallard
1930).

Fig.(II. 1.a) depicts a section through the detector head of
a typical ZLC 37 Siemens ->-camera, together with the key
electronic ui.irs. Photons which are emitted bv a radionuclide.

11



in a patient or a test source, reach the crystal after passing
through a lead collimator which defines the direction of ac-
ceptance. The crystal is viewed from its back surface, either
directly or through a light guide, by PMTs. The PMTs are fed
from a common high voltage supply. The voltage gain being
slightly adjustable at each tube. A photon interacting with the
crystal at a given spatial location, defines an X-Y co-ordinate
system, this photon produce at the point of interaction a light
scintillation which spreads through the crystal (IAEA 1991).
The fraction of light that strikes the photocathode of a PMT
varies inversely with the distance of the PMT from the point of
interaction (Jackson 1984). The amplitude distribution of the
pulses from all the PMTs, in the array due to a single photon
interaction, contains the positional information (Harbert et al
1984).

The pulses from all the PMTs are passed into an individual
preamplifier for pulse shaping. The pulses are then amplified
by the amplifiers. These pulses are then sent simultaneously
to X, V and Z arithmetic circuits. The X and Y arc networks
which scale the pulse amplitudes in proportion to the X and

Y position of the originating PMT in the co-ordinate system.
Two analogue signals result X and Y, with amplitudes pro-
portional to the spatial co-ordinate of the original scintillation
(Mallard 1980).

In the Z circuit, the pulses are summed to provide a Z signal
proporrional to the total energy deposited in the crystal by the
photon interaction. Since the intensity of the scintillation and
hence tL- PMT output increase with photon energy, the X and
Y sign?-.'.' must be normalized so that the positional information
is not г prudent upon the photon energy. This is done in the

i :



energy correction circuit by dividing the X and Y signals by
the Z signal (Jackson 1984, IAEA 1991).

The Z signal is sent to the pulse-height analyzer (PHA).
If the Z signal falls within the PHA window set for the ra-
dionuclide in use, the PHA enables the X/Z and Y/Z signals
to record the event. This is usually achieved in a cathode-ray
oscilloscope in which the electron beam is normally blocked
from the oscilloscope face by a negative biased grid (Jackson
1984). When the amplitude of the Z signal falls within the
preset PHA window, an unblancking signal is generated which
causes the grid to go positive and allows the beam to pass. At
the same time the X/Z and Y/Z signals are used to deflect the
beam so that a brief flash appears on the oscilloscope face at
a position corresponding to that of the original scintillation.
If a persistence oscilloscope is used, the flashes remain visible
sufficiently long to form an image on the persistence phosphor
screen (IAEA 1991). If an image formatting device e.g. micro
dot is used, a permanent record of the image is obtained by
recording the flashes on a film for a preset count or a time*
The X/Z and Y/Z signals may also be digitized by analogue
to digital convertor's (ADC'S) for storage and later processed
by a computer directly interfaced to the 7-camera.

13



Fig.(II.l.a)
Block Diagram of the Detector Head of Scintillation Camera
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II.1.a Components of the 7-Camera

A block diagram of the 7-camera is shown in Fig.(II.1.a).
The major components are the collimator, the scintillation
crystal, the PMTs, preamplifiers, amplifiers, pulse arithmetic
circuits and image display systems. These components will be
discussed in the following sub-sections.

Il.l.b The CoIHmator

7-rays are emitted isotropically, therefore there is no inher-
ent relationship between the position at which a 7-ray interacts
with the scintillation crystal and its point of emission in the
pntient, therefore, a collimator is used to limit the photons
;iH-ivin£ at the scintillation crystal in a predicatable manner
f Sharp 1985). A parallel hole collimator is used for the major-
ity of studies, although other types e.g. diverging, converging
;'nd pinhole collimators may be employed for special tasks.
Hf'D1 our emphasis is on the parallel hole collimator.

II.l.c The Parallel Hole Collimator

It is the most basic and important 7-camera component
used in radionuclide imaging. This is because its design can
be altered in several ways. For instance the energy range over
which this collimator is useful can be extended by increasing
the collimator and / or scptal thickness. If it is important
to minimise the change in spatial resolution with variation
in object distance, improvement can be made by increasing

channel length. If alternatively the septal thickness is in-



creased, then the number of channels will be reduced with a
consequent reduction in sensitivity and also spatial resolution.
To maintain good sensitivity it is important to achieve a high
packing ratio of channels per unit area of collimator, and in
this respect the cross-section should be hexagonal (Jackson
1984).

The characteristics of the collimator are: field of view, spa-
tial resolution, sensitivity and photon energy range. Field of
view i.e. the size of --camera head, can be effectively altered
by selection of a suitable collimator. If the field of view is
altered then the resolution and count rate per unit area will
be modified. Spatial resolution, it is generally attributable to
the collimator, tends to act in opposition to the sensitivity
and photon energy ran-^e (Jackson 1984). These parameters
are combined in various ways to form a range of collimators
such as "low energy, high energy, high resolution parallel hole
collimator" or "medium energy, high sensitivity converging col-
limator".

The parameter rela'itig to the field of view can be appreci-
ated by simple geometrical considerations. For the theoretical
calculations of performance relating the other three parameters
a compromise can be achieved.

The geometrical spatial resolution of a single channel colli-
mator can be realised by the relative size of an area of "umbra"
and "penumbra" in Fig.(II.l.c).

For instance, it can be shown that, for a simple single bore
collimator with length L) and diameter (D). the geometrical
spatial resolution is proportional to the relative size of the areas
of umbra and penumbra. Thus the spatial resolution is best
when the ratio of the ;::a of umbra : to the area of penumbra

)



is largo (Jackson 1984).
The area of umbra.

(1)

The area of penumbra,

2 (2)

Where R is the radius of the penumbra
But

S ) - (1/2)

Where 6 is the angle shown in Fig.( II. 1.с ).
Hence

L
(4)

substituting(4) into (2) results in an indication of the geomet-
rical spatial resolution given by :

Therefore

ф = Ь2/Ц Ц2 + 5)2 (6)
Ар

The attenuation path length will be dependent upon the
thickness of the septa (t). the length (L) of the channels, the
diameter of the holes (D), the relative distribuation pattern of
the holes and the distance (S) of the point source from the col-
limn tor face. In addition, the distance (d) of the detector from



the back of the collimator is important in spatial resolution,
the smaller the distance, the poorer the resolution.

(Anger 1964) and (Beck 1968) demonstrated that the geo-
metrical resolution radius(R) could be equated to these vari-
ables by the equation

Thus, to have a good resolution from a multichannel collimator,
the collimator-detector distance, the diameter of channels and
the distance from the collimator should be minimised.

The geometrical efficiency of parallel hole multichannel col-
limator has been described by (Anger 1964). It is the effect
of a contributory component by the collimator to the overall
sonsitivity of the equipment. By using similar notation then
the geometrical efficiency (g) is given by

Where к represents a constant which is dependent upon the
\\o\o shape and distribution in the collimator (Anger 1964).



Fig.(II.l.c)
A Geometrical Model of Single Channel Parallel Hole Collimator

ector
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Il.l.d The Scintillation Detection

The objective of a scintillation detection system is to con-
vert 7-photons into an electrical signal which can then be
used to analyse the energy of radiation and recording of events
(Williams 1990).

The scintillation detection is made up of two components:
first the scintillation crystal which is usually made of sodium
iodide (Nal). It produces photons in a different part of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum after absorbing all or most of the energy
of the 7-photons. The other component is the PMTs which
can utilize this shift in wavelength and convert the electromag-
netic radiation into photoelectrons by the photoelectric effect
(Sharp 1985).

Il.l.e The Scintillation Process and Light Guide

Fig.(H.l.ei) is an illustration of the energy bands of a crys-
tal. If an electron is given a sufficient energy, transfer can occur
across the "forbidden" zone into the conduction band where it
is free to move, thus leaving a gap or "hole" in the valence
band. This hole is treated as a particle which migrates through
the "filled" state until "recombination" occurs (Jackson 1984).

An electron in the conduction band falls and finds its way
in an energy state in the forbidden zone formed by impurity
to the filled state with the subsequent emission of radiation.
Impurity which introduces an energy state in the forbidden
zone, can be added to the lattice (Jackson 1984).

The number of light photons of energy 3 eV generated by
Nal(TI) scintillation is of order of 30 per KeV of incident ra-

20



diation. Hence a 7-photon of 140 KeV generates up to about
4200 light photons (Jackson 1984).

An essential feature of scintillation counting is that the num-
ber of light photons produced is directly proportional to the
energy of the incident and absorbed radiation. These light
photons travel freely in the host material since their associated
wavelength falls outsides the characteristic absorption bands of
the sodium iodide. The light photons travel in all directions
within the scintillator and have to be diffusely reflected towards
the surface where the PMTs are mounted. Since sodium iodide
crystals are hygroscopic they have to be encased in a protective
medium. This medium may be a thin aluminium casing par-
tially enclosing the scintillator with an optical window between
the crystal and PMTs. To enable as many as possible photons
to reach the PMT, the optical window should have a similar
refractive index to that of the sodium iodide and the material
of the PMT to avoid total internal reflection of the photons. A
layer of magnesium or aluminum oxide is placed between the
aluminum and scintillator to act as a diffuse reflector (Svedberg
1r>72).

SodiuiL iodide (thallium activated) is inappropriate as a
srintillator for fast counting application since the main com-
ponent for the light decay is about 230 ns. However, it has a
relatively high density of 3.67 x 10~3Kg.mL~1 and the iodine
atoms have a high atomic number (Z=53), this material is suit-
able for the detection of 7-photons in the range 30 KeV to 500
KeV.

Irrosp^rrivp of the material of the scintillator. the prime ob-
jective of "he electron is to achieve a high deposition of energy
within th-" detector per incident photon. Consequently, pho-



toeleetric absorption or multiple Compton events followed by
photoelectric absorption, allow transfer of energy of the inci-
dent radiation to useful light photons (Sharp 1985). If the
incident photons undergo varying degrees of Compton scatter
and finally escape to the scintillator, a spread of the number of
light photons per event will be generated according to the en-
ergy deposited. The spectrum of energy will consist of photon
energies less than the total absorption (or photoelectric) peak

It is highly desirable in radionuclide imaging to have a high
proportion of total absorption events relative to the number of
partial or (Compton) absorption events; only total absorption
events should be registered thus avoiding the spatial disinfor-
mation from registered Compton events within the patient or
collimator. The non-registration of valid spatial events with
less than the optimum energy transfer makes the imaging tech-
nique even more inefficient. Furthermore, in the design of the
7-cameras there is a tendency to reduce the thickness of the
collimator to increase spatial resolution with the consequence
that the ratio of the total absorption to partial absorption of
radiation decreases.
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Il.l.f The PMT

The purpose of the PMT is to convert the light photons
in nn amplified electrical signal. The PMT is a sensitive and
delicate device and must not be subjected to mechanical or
electrical misuse. If the PMT is exposed to excessive light
conditions beyond the design criteria whilst in operation, ir-
reparable damage can be caused (Sharp 1985, Jackson 1984).

The PMT consists of an evacuated glass envelope with an
optical window made of borosilicate glass or quartz to allow
high transmission of light photons to a photocathode. The
PMT is coupled to the scintillator by an optical cement, oil
or grease, to reduce the amount of total internal reflection be-
tween the surfaces.

The photocathode is a very thin layer of a metal alloy of
caesium antimony or rhubidium caesium. The photocathode is
connected electrically to a series of dynodes Fig.(Il.l.f) which
are set at an increasing electrical potential. Each dynode is
made of a material similar to that of the photocathode and is
located at an increasing distance from the photocathode and
offset, from each other. The final dynode is known as the anode
and is set at the greatest positive potential of all dynodes in
the chain (Mallard 1980).

Il.l.g The Operation of the PMT

When light photons from the scintillator impinge upon the
photocathode. photoelectrons will be generated by photoelec-
tric effect. The energy acquired by photoelectrons is dependent
upon the associated wavelength of the light photons and not



the number of light photons hitting the photocathode. How-
ever, the number of photoelectrons released is related to the
intensity of light illuminating the photocathode surface.

The photocathode material has a certain critical electromag-
netic frequency below which no photoelectrons are emitted.
Above this threshold frequency, each photoelectron released
is able to assume an energy that is related to the associated
frequency (or energy) of light photons. Thus the spectral re-
sponse of the scintillator and photocathode should be matched
to achieve a hiĵ h conversion ratio. A typical spectral response
for the PMT used in a 7-camera is shown Fig.(II.l.g), where
the quantum efficiency relates to the number of photoelectrons
generated with respect to the number of light photons incident
on the photocathode (Jackson 1984).

Since the photoelectrons possess a negative charge, they will
be accelerated towards the first dynode in the presence of an
electrical field gradient between the the photocathode and an-
ode. In the acceleration process the electron gains energy, and
provided the field gradient is strong enough the electrons will
have sufficient energy to dislodge secondary electrons from the
dynode surface on impact. The secondary electrons are ac-
celerated in the local field between the first and the second
dynodes, and more electrons are generated at the second dyn-
ode surface. This process continues throughout the dynode
chain, until eventually there may be 106 times as many elec-
trons at the anode as those started from the photocathode
(Sharp 1985).

r л flow of electrons represents an electrical current the
surge of electrons can be converted into a pulse by the

л load resistor. The analogue pulse is in the form ofof



a time varying voltage. The gain of a PMT is controlled by
the number of stages in the dynodc chain and the applied high
voltage.



Fig.(H.l.f)
A Schematic Diagram of a PMT
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Fig.(II.l.g)
The Spectral Response of the PMT Used in Radionuclide

Imaging
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Il.l.h The Characteristics of the Output Signal

The number of light photons generated in the scintillator is
proportional to the energy deposited in the crystal by the 7-
photons. Similarly, the number of photoelectrons generated at
the photocathode is proportional to the number of light pho-
tons from the scintillator. Furthermore, the amplitude (volt-
age) of the pulse at the anode is proportional to the number of
photo electrons accelerated towards the first dynode. There-
fore the output voltage is directly proportional to the energy
of the interacting 7-photons (Jackson 1984).

Unfortunately, if the signal from a scintillation detector ex-
posed to a mono-chromatic energy source of radiation is exam-
ined, there is a fluctuation in the output voltage. This variation
in voltage is due to the registration of scattered 7-photons in
the scintillator and the statistical nature of the physical events
occurring within the scintillator and PMT.

The scintillation generates a spectrum of light photons with
slightly varying energy according to the transition taken from
the conduction band. This spectrum is characteristic of the
scintillator crystal and to the type of the impurity added. The
number of photoelectrons generated at the photocathode de-
pends upon the geometrical origin within the scintillator and
the position of impact on the photocathode. The photoelec-
trons are also accelerated by varying degrees according to the
local field strength which is spatially uniform. These ran-
dom fluctuation will be further amplified on successive dynode
stages. Thus, for л:: equivalent total absorption (or photo-
electric) events ther^ i.s a spread of output voltages about a
mean which represent the average pulse height for that par-



ticular energy interaction. To prevent further spread of output
voltages and hence obtain good energy resolution it is very
important to use a stabilized high voltage supply.

The path travelled by electrons can be influenced by mag-
netic fields. To enable rhe electrons to be accelerated in a
uniform way, if is essential to encase each PMT in a metal
shield which reduces the effects of stray magnetic fields.

The duration of the final pulse is principally a function of
the scintillator but also to a lesser extent the PMT. The decay
time of the main component of the light output from Nal(TI)
detectors is 230 ns whilst the rise time for a pulse in a PMT
is typically 15 ns. These factors and the dead time in the
electronic circuits limit the count rate and accurate spatial po-
sitioning of events within a 7-camera (Sharp 1985).

Il .l . i Preamplifiers and Amplifiers

The output from each PMT is usually passed into an in-
dividual preamplifier which affords a limited amount of signal
conditioning or pulse shaping. The signal shaping in the form
of standardizing the leading and trailing edges of the pulse.
These pulses are fed in the corresponding amplifiers where
a gain in the amplitudes of these pulses is achieved.

II.l.j The Pulse Arithmetic Circuits

The outputs from thp amplifiers are interconnected by a
nHwork of capacitors < : (resistors) whoso value is related to
the location of the PMTs on the scintillator. The variation in
capacitance or impcdaL.e modifies the signal originating from



а РМТ in a predefined way and forms the basis of determining
the co-ordinates of an event. The non-linear network produces
a set of possible co-ordinate values defined by A'~, A'+, Y~ and

In essence, since the signal from each PMT is dependent
upon the amount of light incident upon the photocathode, the
position of an event can be obtained by measuring the pro-
portion of light received by each tube according to the tube
location. The percentage of light that each tube has received
requires that the total light incident on all the tubes, due to
the same event, be known. The summation of all the outputs
forms the basis of a Z (unblank) signal (Jackson 1984).

TIIP pairs of signal (Ar~,A'+) and (У~,У+) are summed,
which effectively means taking the difference, since X~ and
Y~ represent negative values, and divided by total light output
(Z) to obtain a signal representing the position of an event
independent of the total amount of light collected. Therefore

_ (1 A* 1- | X- |)
A " Z

and

y

z
Hence, for any event within the scintillator X and Y co-ordinates
are obtained. However, these signals are not necessarily valid if
the event has originated from outside the correct energy range
. The energy from a detected event is represented by the am-
plitude of the output pulse from the detector. Since the output
from each PMT is both dependent upon the energy deposited



within tho scintillator and the geometrical relationship of the
scint ilhil ion event, with the PMT, then the total light output
from all the PMTs represents the energy deposited in the scin-
tillator irrespective of location. This signal, again represented
by Z, is used to gate the pairs of X, Y signals that correspond
to a valid event. The Z signal unblancks subsequent electronic
circuits to the X, Y signals and may be used as a "strobe" to
со ordinate a sequence of electronic processes. The amplitudes
of the signals X, Y represent the spatial co-ordinates of a scin-
tillation event while the energy of the event is contained in the
amplitude of the Z signal (Jackson 1984).

II.1.к The Pulse Height Analysis

The purpose of pulse height analysis is to enable the cor-
rrct X. Y and Z combinations to be processed by subsequent
image display circuits. However, the limited energy resolution
of the Xal(TI) crystal when used as a scintillation detector, is
typically 10-15% at 140 KcV, and the relative predominance
" r >mall angle Compton scatter leads to the presence of much
• •'til..! radiation within thr photo-peak region: this scat-

'' пч! radiation is about 309c of the photons being scattered.
\]\o rhnice of an optimum window setting is a compromise

between good sensitivity, which requires a wide window, and
a good spatial resolution, for which a narrow window is best
(Atkins et al 1976). For "TV71 it is generally accepted that an

rgy window of 120-1G0 KeV leads to a good compromise
sensitivity and spatial resolution (Sharp 1985).



IT Л .1 The Image Displays

In nuclear medicine, data are presented primarily as images.
Since data handling by computer interfaced systems is widely
used, digital as well as the conventional analogue displays are
employed. Attempts to compensate for the intrinsically poor
quality of radiomiclide images by mathematical manipulation
of the digitised data have led to a wide variety of display for-
mats. The existence of so many different methods of data pre-
sentation is as much as a result of the difficulty in measuring
fhnir effectiveness as an indication of their value. Neverthe-
V--s. quantification of image quality is important not only for
;i->".-;sing displays per seconds, but also as the final measuring
' r •••'Jiging device performance. There are two display systems:
"i"4 ;11<л1о£11с and digital displays.

1 T.I,lj Analogue Displays

The most widely used analogue display is the cathode ray
tube (CRT) display of a 7-camera. The analogue X and Y
co-ordinate signals, corresponding to the location of the scin-
tillation, are applied to the deflection plates of the tube; if the
energy (Z signal) of the event is accepted by the pulse height
analyzer, an unblanck signal switches on the beam for a few
microseconds. Each detected 7-ray thus appears as a flash of
light on the tube face and a permanent image is produced by
integrating these flashes on a photographic film (Sharp 1985).

The main problem with this type of display is choosing the
correct exposure for the film. Exposure will depend upon the
brightness of thp beam, the image count density as well as the



type of the recording film used.
Polaroid instant print films and single-side emulsion trans-

parency films are the two main recording media. Polaroid is
popular as it combines high speed with high resolution (Sharp
1985). As the finished print is available within 30 seconds of ex-
posure, the measurement can be repeated. However, polaroid
film is expensive, has poor contrast and has limited dynamic
range (Sharp 1985).

The transparency film which can be developed in the stan-
dard X-ray rapid processor, while lacking the simplicity of po-
laroid, will provide an image within a few minutes of exposure.
The conventional X-ray film has emulsion on both sides of
a support film in order to record data from the intensifying
screens at the front and back of the X-ray cassette. Special
nuclear medicine film has emulion only on one side of the sup-
port film, the rear being covered by an antihalation backing to
reduce the light scattered.

Transparency film is available in several sizes and while it is
probably of little advantage to produce a single image of this
size, these dimensions do allow several images to be recorded
on the single sheet of a film. Among the multiformatting sys-
tems is the manual type, in which a slide is moved to allow
only a small area of the film to be exposed at any one time, is
used in this work.

II.1.12 Digital Display

When imago data are to bo handled by л computer interfaced
display system, the analogue co-ordinab'- signals must be digi-
tised, with the result that the image appears as a regular array



picture elements or pixels. linage intensity, the number of
' <! nits per pixel, is represented by either a range of grey shades
'•r colours.

This digital display has many advantages over the analogue.
In particular, since the image is non-volatile it can be manip-
ulated prior to viewing by, for example, altering contrast and
thresholding off unwanted background counts, it also permits
cniantitative information to be produced as well as sophisti-
cated forms of image processing. The disadvantage of this type
of display is that the image may be degraded by the digitisa-
tion of spatial and intensity information (Sharp 1985).

II.2 Performance Characteristics of 7-Camera

II.2.a Energy Resolution

Statistical variations in the measurements of energy of a de-
tected 7-ray result in the photo-peak appearing on the pulse
height analyzer as a belJ-shaped curve rather than a single line.
The width of this curve, usually taken as the FWHM, gives the
energy resolution of the device. It is measured in the couven-
1 ional manner using either a single-channel or a multi-channel
analyzer (Ross and Harris 19G9). The FWHM is quantified as
a percentage of the photo-peak energy.

II.2.b Sensitivity

Is a measure of the proportion of emitted 7-rays which are
used to form the image.

Plane sensitivity is o:::veiiationally quantified as the count



count rate per unit of activity for a flat source of a defined
diameter at a defined distance from the exposed face of the
crystal housing of the uncollimated camera. This is called in-
trinsic sensitivity while from the exposed face of the collimator
it is called system sensitivity (IAEA 1991).

In general, intrinsic sensitivity is directly related to the
thickness of the crystal and the width of the PHA, and in-
versely related to the photon energy. System sensitivity is, in
addition, directly related to the ratio of the crystal area not
covered by the collimator to the total area, and inversely re-
lated to the collimator thickness (IAEA 1991).

The source must be thin enough to avoid self-attenuation,
and the count rate must be sufficiently low to minimise data
losses (Sharp 1985). Absolute sensitivity, when a parallel hole
collimator is used, is defined as

recorded count rate source activity

area of the field of the collimator source surface area
relative sensitivity when another collimators is used is defined

recorded count rate
SSf{

source activity
sensitivity is measured in cps Bq~l.

The major factors that degrade intrinsic plane sensitivity
are count losses due to high count rate, poor alignment of
the gains of the PMTs, failure of one or more PMTs, spa-
tial non-linearities, defect on th- crystal, physical separation
of the PMTs light guide assembly from the crystal, incorrect
setting of PHA window and defec* or damage on the collimator



(IAEA 1991).

II.2.с Spatial Resolution

It is the performance characteristics of the 7-camera that
describe its ability to resolve two separate points or lines sources
of radiation as separate entities.

Spatial resolution is quantified as the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) when two line source are separated by a
distance (Maclntyre et al 1969). Alternatively it is assessed
subjectively by visual inspection of a test-pattern image, such
as a quadrant bar phantom (Anger 1973). The spatial resolu-
tion, for the detector alone, is called intrinsic rcsolution(i?,).
Whereas for the collimator alone is denoted by {Re)- When
the collimator is mounted on the detector it is called system
resolution (7?c), (Early 1979), and is given by:

Intrinsic spatial resolution is improved by increasing the
number of PMTs for the same crystal diameter, or the en-
ergy of the incoming photons, and is decreased by a decrease
in the thickness of the crystal, light guide, width of PHA win-
dow, proportion of scattered photons and count rate. Spatial
resolution, on the other hand, is improved by increasing the
number or length of holes (IAEA 1991).

The major factors that degrade intrinsic and spatial resolu-
tion ar f electronic components failure, poor alignment of the
gains "I PMTs. defects on (he crystal, high count rate. How-
ever, tho system resolution is degraded when the distance from

3,1-:



iln* rollimator is increased (Sharp 1985).

II.2.d Temporal Resolution

For accurate imaging of the distribution of the radioactivity
in a patient, it is important to ensure that the device per-
formance is unaffected by the count rate (Sharp 1985). In
practice, at high count rates both the count rate recorded by
the device and the spatial information in the image become
distorted. The relation between input and output count rates
is governed by the temporal resolution, some times referred to
as the dead time of the device. Imaging systems can be cat-
egorised as paralyzablc, non paralyzable or a mixture of both
(Evans 1955).

In a paralyzable system, an interval of at least D second
must elapse between successive counts; an event occurring within
this interval causes this dead-time to be extended by a further
D second. In contrast, the non-paralyzable system also will
not record events arriving within D second of each other, this
interval is not extended should an event occur within it.

In practice, temporal resolution is complicated by the de-
pendence upon the energy spectrum of the input of the 7-
photons, the window width (\Y\V) of PHA and spatial distri-
bution of 7-rays.

II.2.e Spatial Linearity

While spatial resolution defines the sharpness of an im-
age, linearity measures positional distortion, which means the



amount of linearity of the image with respect to the object.
Much smaller non-linearities will cause non-uniformities in re-
gions of otherwise uniform count density (Muehllehner et al
1980).

The assessment such small deviations requires careful mea-
surements which must be made without a collimator if the
necessary resolution is to be achieved (Sharp 1985).

Linearity can be appreciated by a visual examination of a
test pattern image (subjective test), for example a clear dis-
tinction of a regular array of lines or holes.

Quantitative measurements require not only the actual po-
sition of lines or holes to be determined but also the calculation
of their true (undistorted) position (sharp 1985).

The major factors that degrade linearity are poor alignment
of the gain? of PMT, failure of one or more PMTs, incorrect
setting of rhe position of PHA, high count rate, damage to the
collimator. defects in the crystal (IAEA 1991).

II.2.f Uniformity

Uniformity is a measurement of the accuracy with which
the dovice produces a spatial uniform 7-ray flux, or a uniform
count density, which are the result of changes in energy re-
sponse and spatial linearity across the 7-camera's face. It is
important to measure such a non-uniformity since these areas,
above or below-average count density may be confused with
abnormal pathology in clinical images (Vantuinen et al 1978).

Flood ".::iformity may be quantified as the degree of unifor-
mity exhibited by the detector itself (intrinsic uniformity) or by
the detect.: with the collimator mounted (system uniformity).

• I '



Uniformity can be assessed either directly, by analyzing the
count density of pattern in a flood image, or indirectly by mon-
itoring a parameter known to cause non-uniformity (Sharp
1985). But the simplest and perhaps the most accurate way to
judge unifonnity is by visual inspection of the image (subjec-
tive test).

The major factors that degrade intrinsic uniformity are poor
alignment of the gain of PMT, failure of one or more PMTs,
spatial non-linearity, defect in the crystal, physical separation
of the PMT, light-guide from the crystal, incorrect setting of
the PHA window and high count rate. Additional factors that
degrade system uniformity, are defects in or damage to the col-
limator (IAEA 1991).



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

and

DATA COLLECTION

TII.O Introduction

In this chapter, the experimental setup, the methods and
t]u> material used are described. The data collection is also
described.

Ill.l.a Radionuclide Generator

One commonly used radiomiclide is "TV" which has a 6
hour half-life. The delivery of "Tcm is accomplished in an
interesting way. "TV" is a daughter of "Mo, which has a 2.5
day half-life. From 3 GBq(~ 100mci)of"A/o it is possible to
obtain useful amounts of "TV71 (Cameron 1978). That means
•̂  GBq of mTcm can be rinsed off the "parent" on the first
<by. The parent continues to produce "Tcm, and the next day
p.bout, 2 GBq of "TV" can be washed off. After another day
;'bout 1.5 GBq can be obtained; and so on for a week. A system
that produces a radionuclide in this way is called a "cow'' or
i '-rnr'rator. and it can be ''milked'' or elutcd daily or twice a

i!••;.• ro obtain a supply of the daughter product. Fig.(Ill.l.a)
is .i. log-linear plot of the milking process. The straight line
indicates the activity of "Л/o where as the zig-zag curve shows
tb" activity as a function of time.



The activity obtained from the "Tcm generator will not ex-
reed the activity of the "Mo source. An ionization calibration
device is used in the laboratory to determine the 99Tcm activ-
ity in the elutant (Cameron 1978). The calibration device uses
electronics to amplify the current can also change with time
and should be checked with a radioactive source with a long
half-life that has been compared to standard sources at the
National Bureau of Standards (Cameron 1978).

For milking a 99Tcm generator, a bottle of sterile saline so-
lution is placed on the inlet and an evacuated bottle, inside
a lead shield, is placed on the outlet. Air pressure forces the
saline solution over the alumina beads, which contain "Mo.
The daughter product ^Tcm is dissolved in the saline solution
and r;mjf'd to tho collection bottle (Cameron 1978).



Fig.(III.l.a)
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ТТТ.1.Ь Radiat ion Sources

I hey,' иго two types of radiation sources, namely, point and
orc! soirees. These are going to be described in the following
ubsf4'i inns.

The Point Source

Point sources are small disposable plastic syringes into which
a few mci of a radionuclide solution can be introduced (IAEA
1991). Thoy are mounted on the central axis of the detector,
at a distance from its face, equal to five times the diameter of
the useful field of view.

IILU>2 The Flood Source

These are long-lived radionuclide sources in the form of ex-
tended sheets of rigid plastics, with 7-radiation energy similar
to that of the radionuclide in clinical use. For example, ъ'Со
flood source of energy 122 KeV, for "Tc™ 140 KeV (Harbert
«•t al 19S4).

ITI.l.c The Phantom

A phantom is generally a device made of a material resem-
bli?i"; и living organ. There are many types of phantoms. For
example, a cjuadrant bar phantom, each quadras* of it con-
sist > 1 if different width of liars. The ortho-test pattern which
is a phantom consisting of a sheet of lead aboir 3mm thick
with varying pattern of circular holes, sandwiched v 4ween two



sheets of plastic. Both phantoms are used for intrinsic and sys-
tem resolution.

Another example is the liver phantom where an appropriate
volume of 99Xc'" .radionu elide solution is introduced. In the
liver phantom 2.0 mci of 99Tcm, are added to water until it
is nearly filled Fi^.(III.l.c). The phantom is inverted several
times to ensure that the contents are well mixed.

This liver phantom is used to study the factors affecting the
system spatial resolution.



Fig.(III.l.c)
A Liver-Slice Phantom
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Ш.2 Data Collection

In a typical experimental run, for ZLC 37 Siemens 7-camera, the head
of - -camera is mounted towards the radioactive source. The system
operations яге made up of many pages. The first step is acquisition mode
that is whether the study is static or dynamic. The second step is whether
one wishes to use a fixed count or time strategy or both. The third step
is preset INFO (information density); to press that corresponds to the
selected count rate, the fourth step is the stop condition i.e. whether one
wants the system to stop automatically after a preset counts are reached.
Then the start delay button is pressed. This is for the run to start after
a preset time or count. The audio alert switch is set into operation so
that the operator is alerted after the run is terminated. When the run is
over the intensity level is checked on the monitor.

Then the analyzer page is operated. The isotope to be used is selected,
in this case it is "TV". The respective window for the given photo peak
is adjusted.

The P-scope (picture scope) page is now opened so as to select the
picture in either of the two modes persistence or stored.

Further the annotation page is scanned. In this page the relevant data:
institution, data, patient name, number, age, sex. physician, radionuclidc.
d<wp and the post injection time are fed.

.Alter this the whole body page is pressed to select the camera mode,
f!i,pi;iy field length, area width, scan type, stop limit and scan speed.
T'i<-i' identify picture (IP) control is paged, the size of the field, the
]>'•-!'ion of the picture are adjusted. The protocol page is opened. The
fp*e text page is now scanned where the hold EXP (exposure). ADV
1 л Г. Kra-f. Enter are chosen



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
IV.0 Introduction

In this chapter the results obtained using a ZLC 37 Siemens
7-camera are presented and discussed. The results are: energy
resolution, sensitivity, intrinsic uniformity, intrinsic resolution,
system uniformity and system resolution. Further a liver phan-
tom study was carried out and the results were also discussed.

IV. 1 Energy Resolution

Appendix A shows the energy resolution for a point source
of wTc"\ in a suitable container at a distance 2 m from the
Leap colh'mator, the time was fixed at GO seconds and the WW
(109?,. 15%) is varied for the same energy range (50-200 KeV).

Th^se results are displayed graphically in Figs.(IV. 1.a, IV.l.b).
The energy resolution had been calculated according to

%Energy resolution = FWHM/E x 100

where E is the energy at maximum peak.

The energy resolution for WW 10% = 12.30% at 130 KeV
and the energy resolution for WW 15% = 13.07% a" 130 KeV

As ran be seen a good energy resolution is obtained for a
narrow window. The result is to be compared with TLJ work of
XEMA (Muehllchner et al 1981. Sano 1980) where TLO energy
resolution was 12.4%' at 140 KeV This seems to 1- in good



agreement and compatible with the facts that the narrower
the window the better the resolution (Rayliegh criterion).

Appendix В and Figs.(IV.l.c, IV.l.d, IV.l.e) show the en-
orgy resolution for the system using a flood source containing
1.7 mci of "TV71. The parallel hole collimators (Leap, Hi-sens,
Hi-ros) are used for a fixed \VW (20%) over the same energy
rnngp (50-200 KeV). The energy resolution for Leap = 10.71%
nt 140 KPV, for Hi-sens = 12.85% at 140 KeV and
Го,- Hi res = 13.577 at 140 KeV

The calculated energy resolution for the system shows that
the Hi-res collimator has a better resolution compared to the
other two collimators.

The results obtained are concordant with IEC( Muehllehner
et al 1981, Sano 1980) with energy resolution = 14.3% (for
collimator plus scatter), (AT Elliott et al 1982) for Hi-res =
13.7% at 141 KeV and (AT Elliott et al 1985) for Hi-res =
10.9% at 141 KeV .

The Hi-sens results are presented here for records since they
are not presented in the literature before.

."0
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IV.2 Absolute Sensitivity

The response of the 7-camera to a radionuclide source of
known radioactivity was studied using a plane flood source
containing 1.7 mci of 99Tcm in a solution. The three types of
parallel hole collimators (Leap, Hi-sens, Hi-res) were used for
a fixed window 20%, and a fixed time 100 seconds. The faces
of the collimators had been covered by a polythene sheet to
avoid contamination.

The counts per second (cps) recorded are:
8I0G.-I cps. for leap,
1737G.C) cps, for Hi-sens and
•!S?G.1 8 1 -ps. for Hi-res.

For f ! i" absolute sensitivity calculation, the crystal used has
;t radii- of 20.00 cm and the flood source has a radius of 21.59
cm. Tlu1 area of the field of view of crystal is = 1256.G371 cm2.
The source surface area is = 1464.38 cm2.
Then the absolute sensitivity which is

cps . source activity

area of the field of view source surface area

is found to be
for Leap = 1.51 xl0~AcpsBq~\
for Hi-sons = 3.21xl(T4cp.sBq~\
for Hi-res = 9.05xl0-5cpsBq-1.
These results, when compared with those of IEC (Muhllehner
et al 19S1. Sano 1980) for leap = 1.59 x \Q-lcpnBq~l, (AT
Elliott et al 1985) for Leap = 1.26 x lO^cp-sBq"1 and for Hi-
res = 7.2 x 10-V/wBq"1. (AT Elliott et al 1982) for Hi-res =
10.1 x КГV/^Bq"1 and with the work of (F Zito et al 1993)



for Hi -res = 7.6 x 10 5c/«Bq l show that absolute sensitivity
of our ZLC Siemens 7-camera is in reasonable agreement with
other known cameras. Again the Hi-sens result is recorded for
reference.

JV.3 Intrinsic Uniformity

Intrinsic uniformity was studied using a point source con-
tnbn'n'1; 1.5 mci of " T V , in a suitable container at a distance 2
in from the detector. The WW was 20% and the counts were
10' (.-mints.

The study was subjective i.e. the examination of the im-
ages is visual. These image are shown in Fig.(IV.3.a). The
judgement of two physicians, a physicist and a radiologist is
shown in table (IV.3.a). The judgement is carried out under
the same ambient conditions in the same viewing box. same
room temperature, etc.

As can be seen from table (IV.3.a) the detector is completely
uniform.



Table( IV.3.a ) Judgement of Intrinsic Uniformity

First judge

Second judge

Third judge

Fourth judge

uniform

uniform

uniform

uniform



IV.4 Intrinsic Resolution

The same point source is used as in section (IV.3), under the
same physical conditions, except that a quadrant bar phantom
of spacings 12.2.5,3,3.5 ram) was placed on the detector head,
and two different ortho-test patterns of different hole diam-
eters and different centre to centre distance are used for the
judgement of the minimum resolvable distance (res-distance).
Table (IV.4.a) shows these tests and Fig.(IV.3.a) shows the
images. The judgement is by the same judges as in section
(IV.3).

As can be seen, the minimum resolvable spacing is 3 mm,
beyond it the system can not resolve.

Further the subjective tests can be compared to the ob-
jective one>. That is the system resolution can be calculated
theoretically (Paras 1981). from the relationship,

FWHM = 1.75 В
where В is the smallest spacing resolvable subjectively. For
example for the resolvable 3 mm distance has the FWHM =
5.25 mm.
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Table( IV.4.a ) Judgement of Intrinsic Resolution

Judge

First judge

Second judge

Third judge

Fourth judge

Phantom( res-distance in mm)
Quadrant bar

spacings
(2,2.5,3,3.5mm)

3

3

3

3

Ortho-test pattern
D*=2.4mm
H**=4.8mm

not

not

not

not

Ortho-test pattern
D=4.8mm
H=9.6mm

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.8

D* stands for diameter, H** stands for hole to hole distance.
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IV.5 System Uniformity

The system flood uniformity for the ZLC 37 Siemens 7-
camera equipped with the three types of the parallel hole colli-
mators (Leap, Hi-sens. Hi-res) was studied (at zero distance).
The flood source containing 2.2 mci of "TV" in solution was
placed flush with the collimators. The WW was fixed at 20%
and the counts were fixed at 106 counts.

The study was subjective i.e. the examination of the images
is visual. These images are shown in Figs.(IV.5.a, IV.5.b and
IV.-5.c). The assessment of same judges as in section (IV.3) is
shown in table (IV.0.a).

Tho judgement is carried out under the same physical con-
ditions, room temperature, same viewing box, etc.

As en л bo seen the system uniformity is completely uniform.
For Пи- thrpp cnllimafors.



Table(IV.5.a) Judgement of System Uniformity

Judge

Frist judge

Second judge

Third judge

Fourth judge

Collimator
Leap

uniform

uniform

uniform

uniform

Hi-sens

uniform

uniform

uniform

uniform

Hi-res

uniform

uniform

uniform

uniform



IV.6 System Resolution

s.nru1 flood source is used as in section (IV.5), under the
same physical conditions except that a quadrant bar phantom
of spacing (2,2.5,3,3.5 mm) was placed between the source and
the collimator. This quadrant bar phantom is rotated through
an angle of 90° to get foir images Figs.(IV.5.a, IV.5.b and
IV.5.c). This is done for the check of the detector.

As can be seen from the judgement that the minimum re-
solvable spacing is 3.5 mm for the Leap and Hi- sens collimator
and 3.0-3.5 mm for the Hi-res collimator.

Furthermore, these subjective tests can be compared to the
objective ones as in section (IV.4).
For Leap and Hi-sens the FWHM = 6.12 mm,
for Hi-res the FWHM = 5.25 mm .



Table IV.G.a The Judgement of System Resolution
When the system is equipped with Leap collimator.

Resolvable distance in(mm)
First judge Second judge Third judge Fourth judge
3.5 in LLQ
3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ

3.5 in LLQ
3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ

3.5 in LLQ
3.0 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ

3.5 in LLQ
3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ

Table IV.6.b The Judgement of System Resolution
When the system is equipped with Hi-sens collimator.

Resolvable distance in(mm)
First judge Second judge Third judge Fourth judge
3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ
3.5 in LLO

3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ
3.5 in LLQ

3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ
3.5 in LLQ

3.5 in LRQ
3.5 in URQ
3.5 in ULQ
3.5in LLQ

Table IV.6.с The Judgement of System Resolution
When the systen is equipped with Hi—res.

Resolvable distance in(mm)
First judge Second judge Third judge Fourth judge
3.5 in URQ
3.0 in ULQ
3.5 in LLQ
3.0 in LH

3.5 in URQ
3.0 in ULQ
3.3 in LLQ
3.0 in LH

3.5 in URQ
3.0 in ULQ
3.5 in LLQ
3.0 in LH

3.5 in URQ
3.0 in ULQ
3.5 in LLQ
3.0 in LH

LLQ stands for lowr left quadrant.
LRQ stands for lo*vor right quadrant.



URQ stands for upper right quadrant.
ULQ stands for upper left quadrant.
LH stands for lower half.
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IV.7 Liver Phantom Study

In order to study the factors affecting the spatial resolution a
liver pLantom was used. A transmission liver phantom (IAEA)
contnv ing 2 mci of " 2 V 1 was prepared as in section (III.l.c).
Insi'b "he phantom there are three fixed solid spherical nod-
ulc-s ^ :'h different diameters (30, 20, 15 mm). The nodules
simuLv-'d parts of a tissue that are not containing radioac-
tivity. The study was done under different scattering media:
air. w,ver and water with successive addition of "TV" (4%,
G%. S'•'. 10%. 15% and 20%). Different WW's for the differ-
ent racioactivities added were used whereas the count rate was
kept constant (106 cps). The images obtained were shown in
Figs.(IV.7.a, IV.7.b, IV.7.c, IV.7.d and IV.7.e) and they were
subjected to the same previous judgement, namely to the pres-
ence o: absence of the nodules for the media used and widths
adopted. The judgement is shown in tables (IV.7.a, IV.7.b,
IV.7.c and IVJ.d).

TaKe (IV.7.a) shows the liver phantom results for a 10%
WYV c.nd different scattering media. As can be seen for air,
when 'lie phantom is at the table top at 5 mm from the col-
limator. the three nodules are resolvable whereas when the
phantom was at the bottom of a packet of depth 80 mm from
camera only two nodules are resolvable namely (30 mm and 20
mm). When water is added (50 mm depth), nearly covering
the pL \ntom only the 30 mm diameter nodule is resolvable.
Furtl;---; '"TV" is added with different 'X activities to the water
as sL 'ii in the table! As can be seen for A'A. Q>% and 8%
radio -jvity added only the 30 mm nodule is resolvable how-
ever : "?1KT addition of ^'TY'" gives practically no resolvable



nodule
In table (IV.7.b) the results for a 15% WW are displayed for

air. as a scattering media, all the three nodules are resolvable
as with the 10%. WW. However, when the phantom was at
80 mm from the collimator only the 30 mm diameter nodule is
resolved. For water alone and " T V added to it gives the same
resolution of 30 mm diameter nodule up to 8% of radioactivity.
Further addition of " J c m shows no resolution.

Table (IV.7.c) shows the results for 20% WW. For air the
15 mm diameter is no longer resolvable. When the phantom
was at the bottom of the packet the resolution is for the 30
mm diameter nodule. For water and water with " 7 V n added
up to 6%. again only the 30 mm diameter nodule is resolvable.
However further addition of mTcm gives a poor resolution e.g.
8% radioactivity no longer gives a tangible resolution.

Comparison of the results in table (IV.7.d) shows that the
10% WW gives a better resolution.



Table IV.7.a Liver Phantom Study (WW 10%)

Scattering
media

air at 5mm
packet drpth

at SO mm
water depth

at 50 mm
water depth 50 mm

+ 4tf of 9nTcm

ni depth 80 mm
w.'i'er depth 50 mm

+ П л of 9*Tcm

at depth Q0 mm
water depth 50 mm

- S r r of '""Tcm

nt depth SO mm
U-;I!*T d'pth 50 mm

-in r; of^rcm

;i! depth SO mm
W;I4T depth 50 mm

-15 (- оГ°Тст

;i' depth SO mm

w;iter depth 50 mm
+209? of этГст

at depth SO mm

First
Judge

30, 20, 15

30.20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Second
judge

30, 20, 15

30, 20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Third
judge

30, 20. 15

30, 20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Fourth
judge

30, 20, 15

30, 20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Overall

15

20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not



ТлЫе IV.7.b Liver Phantom Study (WW 15%)

S<\ittorin£
media

air at 5mm
packet depth

at SO mm
water depth

я! 50 mm
water drpth 50 mm

+ 4 ( A of 9<>Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

+67, of "Tcm

at depth 80 mm

water depth 50 mm
+8f;; of 9 ' T c m

at d^pth *0 mm
water depth 50 mm

+ 10% o f " 7 c m

at depth 80 mm
wafer depth 50 mm

+ lo% of™ T V
at depth SO mm

water depth 50 mm
+ -2П% of "7V71

at depth SO mm

First
Judge

30, 20, 15

30

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Second
jnd^e

30,20. I.".

30

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Third
judge

30, 20, 15

30

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

Fourth
judge

30, 20, 15

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

not

Overall

15

30

30

30

30

30

not

not

not



Table IV.7.c Liver Phantom Study (WW 20%)

Scattering
media

air at 5mm-
packet depth

at 80 mm
water depth

at 50 mm
water depth 50 mm

+ \%o("Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

+6% of "Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

4-8% of "Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

-40% of 90Tcm

ai depth 80 mm
w.itfT depth 50 mm

- ] . " > • i o f If

;\' 'l«4if h SO m m

w.-'1 • r f'fpi !i 50 mm

-=--_•*!* Г ..f •'Tc-
•it dei>th SO mm

f'irst
Judge
30, 20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

not

Second
judge
30, 20

30

30

30

not

not

not

not

not

Third
judge
30, 20

30

30

30

30

not

not

not

not

Fourth
judge
30, 20

30

30

30

not

not

not

not

not

Overall

20

30

30

30

even

not

not

not

not



Table IV.7.d Comparison of WW's

Scattering media
air at 5mm

packet depth
at 80 mm

water depth
at 50 mm

water depth 50 mm
+4% of "Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

+6% of "Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

+8% of "Tcm

at depth SO mm
water depth 50 mm

+ 10% of "Tcm

at depth 80 mm
water depth 50 mm

+ 15% of "TV"
at depth 80 mm

water depth 50 mm
+20% of 90Tcm

at depth 80 mm

10%
15

20

30

30

30

30

not

ПО"

not

15%
15

30

30

30

30

30

not

tint

not

20%
20

30

30

30 |

even

not

not

not

not



Fig.(IV.T.a)
Liver Phantom Study

Air at 5 mm
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. ' Fig.(IV.7.b)
Liver Phantom Study
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Fig.ilV.T.c)
•liver Phantom Study
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Fig.(IV.T.d)
.liver Phantom Study

at 50 mm +8%, 10c/c of



% Fig.(IV.7.e)
Jver Phantom Study
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS and SUGGESTIONS

In the rarlicr chapters of this dissertation the theoretical
background to the 7-camera is given. This includes the ba-
sic principles: namely the components, their construction and
operation and the parameters associated with them. The ex-
perimental procedure for collecting and analyzing the data was
described.

Tho larrer chapters arc concerned with the experimental
results obtained and their interpretation as follows:-

The parameters of the Z1C 37 Siemens 7-camera: energy
resolution, plane sensitivity, intrinsic uniformity, intrinsic reso-

om. uniformity and system resolution were presented
pfl. The results obtained show good agreement with
\!ly published data. From the energy resolution it

'hat the narrower the window the better the resolu-
oint source of "Tcm 2 m from the leap collimator;
inip was fixed at 60 sec and \V\V (10%, 13%) for

enenvy ra^ie 30-200 KeV. For the same energy range a flood
source conraining 1.7 mci of "TV" with parallel hole collima-
tors and \VW 20% showed that the Hi-res collimators has a
better resolution.

The absolute sensitivity for a plane flood source containing
1.7 mci r.f " T V 7 1 was measured with three collimators for a
20% WYV л:к1 ЮП sees. The results obtained show positive
agrrrmc:."- with other established data.

The i:.~:insie uniformity for a point source containing 1.5
mci of '"7:"': 2 111 from the detector and a 20% \\"\V for 106

8 1

bit ion
and

hit'-

wa s
tion
who

di

r

]<

n

• s>"

•, f ' ,

4" ft

til-



counts, when examined visually showed that the detector is
uniform.

For the minimum resolvable distance i.e. the intrinsic reso-
lution a quadrant bar phantom of spacings(2,0.5,3.5 mm) was
used, and it was found that the 3 mm spacing is resolvable.
This is confirmed by using two different ortho-test patterns of
different hole diameters (2.4, 4.8 mm) and different centre to
centre distances (4.8, 9.6 mm).

Thf system uniformity for the three collimators using a flood
soim•<•• containing 2.2 mri of "Tcm and a 20% WW for 106

counts was found to be uniform.
The system resolution, when studied with a quadrant bar

phantom of spacings(2.0.5,3.5 mm) showed that the minimum
resolvable distance is 3.5 mm for the Leap and Hi-sens colli-
mators and 3.0-3.5 mm for Hi-res.

The liver phantom study, which was carried with different
diameter nodules (30. 20, 15 mm) and different scattering me-
dia (air. water and " J c " ' added to water), showed that the
overall spatial resolution is good up to 15 mm for air, 30 mm
for water and "2V" with water up to concentration of 8% ac-
tivity, for the 10% and 15% WW whilst 67c for a 20% WW.

In the light of the above results it is concluded that the
ZLC 37 Siemens 7-camera in good operative condition and
the results obtained from it are in excellent agreement with
internationally established data.

It is suggested that furl her work should be carried with the
objective measurements, temporal resolution, spatial linearity
and the parameters of the camera with the maximum count



APPENDIX A

'к KrV
50
60
70

80

90

100

110
120

130
140
150
1G0
170

180
190

200

cps ( W W = 1 0 % )

338.12
598.35
1906.98

2766.45

2746.36

2630.55

1570.56

13128.53

13197.28

13099.76
10487.21
3423.15
484.83

81.63
52.75

54.43

c p s
 (WW=15%)

531.31
947.23
3047.96

3921.13

3571.33

3769.18

3475.25

16656.15

16696.82
16600.15

14431.98
6911.10
1471.90

215.78
S6.CS

88.10



APPENDIX В
в-

Е KeV
50
60
70

80

90

100

ПО
120

130
140

150
ICO
170

180

190

200

Leap cps

976.05
2132.02
5536.26
5493.21

5866.81

4956.31

4402.05

4381.56

4688.11
16670.11

16660.15
16512.15
15361.38

11437.88

3726.96

682.90

Hi-sens cps

291.18
414.40
1915.31
2027.40

2001.06

1832.93

1839.10

2075.43

2193.31
7086.70

7071.11

7054.98
6512.81
4821.65

1540.81

279.16

Hi-res cps

192.65
518.18
1103.32

1140.38

1114.43

1128.83

1224.43

1428.98

1617.86
4741.08

4732.62

4712.80
4314.71
3145.16

935.31

169.31

* Back ground subtracted.
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